
C BEAR WRITING ACTIVITIES

During the presentation, we will learn what CBEAR stands for, use CBEAR with RAFTS to address writing prompts,
scaffold the tier 1 instruction of CBEAR to.

Tip 9: Engage students in extensive "real" reading and writing Finally, we recommend daily extended,
authentic reading and writing activities where children are encouraged to read and to compose texts on topics
of their choosing. When melted rock cools and becomes hard again it is known as a indigenous rock. Related
Topics. Wind is caused by rapid heating and cooling of air. And, if they needed help, their teacher could easily
scaffold their attempts. New York: HarperCollins. He said the word slowly, demonstrating that he had
appropriated the use of this important strategy. Chichester, England: Wiley. The water vapor then rises high
into the sky. For example, the high-frequency word see can be used to teach students the double ee spelling of
the long e vowel, and it is generative in the sense that students can use it to help spell a host of words with -ee,
-eed, -eek, -eel, -eem, -een, -eep, -eet, and -eeze endings e. These basic tools help people like you and me, and
weather scientists meteorologists , predict the weather. We knew that students' invented spellings would show
us what they knew about English orthography. When Derek announced that he was going to "sound out
Houshmandzadeh," Emily said, "No way! The Reading Teacher, 61 3 ,  Prehistoric dinosaur bones, petrified
wood, bugs found in amber, and mammoths found in ice are all examples of body fossils. Rogoff, B. Discuss
the orthographic feature s you are teaching before placing the exemplar word on the word wall.
Beckham-Hungler, D. Sedimentary rocks are created from the sediments of other rocks. In each of our studies,
the teacher engaged students in extensive, "real" reading and writing events. Schulman, M. As we mentioned
above, each small group will need several activities every week to provide repeated opportunities for
examining the concepts you are teaching and to promote inquiry and discovery about the way English words
work. The Reading Teacher, 49 3 ,  Anemometers measure the speed of air, or the speed of the wind. While
Group 1 is receiving a teacher-directed word study lesson in the circle, Group 2 engages in literacy activities
in centers, and Group 3 participates in word work games and activities at their seats. Ehri, L. It doesn't make
sense to teach students the r-controlled vowel pattern if they don't understand the alphabetic principle. This
was best illustrated in our first-grade Title I project, where Ruth introduced the strategies and gave children
opportunities to practice using them during daily word study lessons. We wanted to give students plenty of
opportunities to use what they had learned. Wertsch, J. Ruth prompted him to "say the word slowly and listen
for the sounds" he could hear. For example, our assessments indicated that several students needed word study
on short-vowel patterns. Can you think of a fossil you have seen before? After it precipitates the sun can cause
the water cycle to start over again.


